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GRAND i10

Small gets
bigger, bolder
and smarter.
The all-new Grand i10

Introducing the all-new Grand i10, the city runabout everyone is talking about.
Bold urban styling commands attention but inside, even nicer surprises await
starting with longer, wider and roomier cabin. There's more space to stretch
out and more storage room for all your stuff. Grand i10’s Kappa engine is
delightfully frugal to run and it comes in 1L and 1.2L sizes so you can choose
what's best for you. Either way, you will get excellent fuel economy and plenty
of oomph for quick takeoffs and passing on the highway. And to top it all off,
we’ve made Grand i10 safer plus a lot smarter by introducing advanced
connectivity options so that you can always stay in touch.

Street fighter.
On any street, in any town, Grand i10’s distinctive design wins the style battle every time. Grand i10
projects confident, urban sophistication so it really stands out in the crowd of lookalikes. Beyond
making you look smart and fashionable, Grand i10 is all about practicality: It's roomy, economical and
loaded with convenience features to provide the perfect fit for any and all lifestyles whether you’re
single, a young couple or a young family.

Projection headlamps / LED Daytime Running Lights (DRL)

Distinctive G-i10 logo

15˝ Diamond-cut alloy wheels

Wraparound rear combination lamps

The perfect fit.
Not too big and not too small—just the perfect size. Whatever the mission—a solo hop across town
or a group excursion into the countryside—Grand i10 gets it done with style and comfort. The cabin
offers plenty of space to stretch out and relax. And in the back, there’s lots of room for all the good
stuff you need to take along for the trip. Versatile and fun to drive, Grand i10 handles it all without
hesitation or complaint.

*The image here is intended to inform customers and may differ from actual vehicles.

8˝ touchscreen

Supervision cluster

Manual air conditioning system

Folding rear seat

City or highway, a pure delight.

Always ready.

Whether it’s a quick hop downtown or cruising for hours along the expressway, the new Grand i10 puts in an agile and
nimble performance. And you can count on the powertrain to deliver absolutely top notch efficiency, reliability and
economy. For those who enjoy sporty-style driving, the 5-speed manual combines superb economy with maximum
driving engagement. If you would rather avoid the hassle of manual shifting, the optional 4-speed automatic
transmission does all the hard work for you.

You just never know what kind of surprises are waiting around the next corner. But with Grand i10 you get certainty
that it comes equipped with advanced safety engineering features that are designed to keep you as safe as possible and
provide you with total peace of mind. Its ultra-rigid steel frame serves as the first line of defence augmented by dual
airbags, ABS and layers of additional safety features.

Kappa 1.0 MPi Gasoline

Kappa 1.2 MPi Gasoline

66
9.6

83
11.6

Maximum Power
ps/5,500 rpm
Maximum Torque
kg.m/3,500 rpm

4-speed automatic transmission

Dual airbag system

For drivers who demand maximum convenience, Hyundai offers
the optional 4-speed automatic: It's reliable, quiet and efficient.

These newest depowered-type airbags minimize the risk of
injuries associated with airbag deployment.

5-speed manual transmission

Hillstart assist control

Rear Parking Assist System

Rear view camera with guidelines

Unsurpassed for simplicity, economy and pure driving fun,
this standard gearbox delivers buttery smooth shifting and
has a clutch pedal that is light and precise.

HAC maintains braking power after you have removed your
foot from the pedal to prevent rollback and releases the
brakes the moment your foot touches the accelerator pedal.

Bumper sensors warn the driver of unseen rear obstacles while reversing thus
ensuring safer parking and minimizing the risk of damage or injury.

Reversing is safer with the rear view camera that now
includes dynamic guidelines to help align the vehicle with
the parking target space.

Maximum Power
ps/6,000 rpm
Maximum Torque
kg.m/4,000 rpm

Features

Exterior colors & Interior trims

Specifications
Type
Engine type
Displacement (cc)

Polar White PWT

(Polar White + Black roof) TTB
Gray two-tone

Kappa 1.0 MPi Gasoline

Kappa 1.2 MPi Gasoline

3-Cylinder DOHC with Dual CVVT

4-Cylinder DOHC with Dual CVVT

998

1,197

Max. Power (ps / rpm)

66 / 5,500

83 / 6,000

Max. Torque (kg·m / rpm)

9.6 / 3,500

11.6 / 4,000

Brakes

Practical storage area

Unique propeller-style AC vents

Radio+RDS

Front / Rear four-speaker system

Fiery Red R4R

(Fiery Red + Black roof) RR6

Cloth+Vinyl Standard

Front

Ventilated Disc

Rear

Drum

Suspension

Teal Blue UU3

(Teal Blue + Black roof) RRC

Front

MacPherson strut type

Rear

Coupled Torsion Beam Axle

Tire

Gray two-tone

165/70R14, 175/60R15
Dimensions

14˝ Steel wheel cover

ISOFIX child seat anchor system

Rear AC vents

Bluetooth handsfree

Day / Night rear view mirror
Typhoon Silver T2X

Cloth+Vinyl Option

Head room (mm)

Front / Rear

1,010 / 985

Leg room (mm)

Front / Rear

1,050 / 885

Shoulder room (mm)

Front / Rear

1,326 / 1,325

● The

above values are results from internal testing and are subject to change after validation.
of the equipment illustrated or described in this catalog may not be supplied as standard equipment and may be available at extra cost.
● Hyundai Motor Company reserves the right to change specifications and equipment without prior notice.
● The color plates shown may vary slightly from the actual colors due to the limitations of the printing process.
● Please consult your dealer for full information and availability on colors and trims.
● Some

Titan Gray R4G
Black mono-tone_Red

14˝ Alloy wheel
Z-shaped character lines

Outside mirrors & repeaters

Rear washer & wiper

High-mounted stop lamp

Phantom Black X5B

Cloth + Artificial leather – Red

Dimensions
Unit : mm

1,510

Imperial Beige X2B
Black mono-tone_Teal Blue

1,477*
1,680

15˝ Alloy wheel

Tinted glass

Electric folding mirrors

Power windows

Rear fog lamps

Alpha Blue U3R

Cloth + Artificial leather – Teal Blue

2,450

1,495*
3,805
*Wheel tread : 14˝ (front and rear) - 1,489 / 1,507

